entation of Fig. 1 . ' In the figure u and y are, respectively, the scalar input and output of the system related to each other by the transfer function w, according to the equation y = wu (1) X is an n X n diagonal matrix 
Substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) in (4) 
*i =*2 -rh (9)
Thus the two identical stages correspond to unity-gain single-pole trans fer functions with unity bandwidth. The synthesis problem is to determine any quadruple {A, b, c_, d} which realizes the specified w(s). The scalar signal flow graph is shown in Fig. 2 , where the elements an " fn+ h a22 = f22+ h \r a2i-V V ci and c2 are to be deter" mined. It is obvious that since w (oo) = 0, the direct transmission path d which is in the general signal flow graph of Fig. 1 is not needed.
The matrix W is given by Eq. bl Clf22 +b2C2hi -bl C2a21 " b2 Cla12 =°(1 4d) A lumped electronic circuit realization of the system is shown in Fig. 3 The particular synthesis given satisfies the above equations, hence it represents the optimum synthesis.
-14- The flow graph representation is shown in Fig. 5 -17-
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a special class of multiple loop feedback configuration which can realize arbitrary transfer functions.
An optimum synthesis is achieved in the sense that a multiparameter sensitivity index is minimized. The basic result for minimum sensitivity synthesis of our proposed configuration is that the conventional sensitivity functions with respect to all parameters are the same. For transfer functions of order two, the optimum synthesis can be obtained analytically.
For higher order transfer functions, a computer program has been written to obtain the optimum synthesis by the gradient technique. We believe that extensions of the proposed multiple loop configuration to more general ones would be of considerable interest.
We are grateful to Y. F. Zai who designed and measured the circuit in Fig. 3 b. 
